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Languages: English/Mandarin/French
Dr. Underwood has served as Director of 
Communications for Air Liquide, MRIC, DKSH,
CEIBS, American Chamber of Commerce in 
Shanghai. 
Consulting Specialization: Strategy, 
Leadership, Intercultural & Corporate 
Communication, Marketing and Cross-cultural 
Management, Crisis Communications
Education: DBA (Grenoble Ecole de 
Management) CMO & MBA (China Europe 
International Business School (CEIBS).

PRESENTER: Dr Laurie Underwood 
Sr Consultant, Professor, Author
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Meet the Speaker

¾ Dr Underwood,       
as a child,             
with her brother
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§ CEIBS MBA (2003) – Now #5 (MBA), #10 
(EMBA) in Financial Times

§ AmCham Shanghai , Director of 
Communications & Publications

§ CEIBS, Director of Development & External 
Communications

§ DKSH, Communications & Branding 
Country Manager (China)

§ MRIC Group, Director of Marketing & 
Communications (Asia)

§ Air Liquide, Asia Pacific Communications 
Director (2014 – 2019) 

Meet the Speaker
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Doctorate: 
From GEM
in France

Meet the Speaker
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§ Sr Consultant,                
Sino Associates, 
Shanghai

§ Prof at NYU SH 
and other 
universities

Meet the Speaker
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Meet the Speaker

2006 2009
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Interviewees: China CEO from: 

¾ ABB

¾ AB InBev

¾ Bayer

¾ Bosch

¾ Carrefour

¾ Coca-Cola

¾ Ikea

¾ Korn Ferry

¾ LEGO

¾ L’Oreal

¾ Mango

¾ Manulife-Sinochem

¾ Marriott
¾ Maserati

¾ Microsoft

¾ NIIT

¾ SAP
¾ Scania

¾ Sony

¾ Standard Chartered
¾ Tata

¾ Udacity

¾ Victoria’s Secret

¾ Volvo
Consultants include

¾ Goldman Sachs

¾ McKinsey & Co

¾ Economist Network

Meet the Speaker

Print: 2020; audiobook: 2021
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LO1: Essential Leadership Qualities for China CEOs

LO2:  Must have qualities for foreign execs working in/with China now

LO3: Must have qualities for Chinese executives working in/with MNCs in China now

LO4: Future Outlook: Advancing your career in/with China in the new normal

Webinar Agenda
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LO#1: Essential Leadership Qualities for China CEOs 

David Sancho, 
CEO, East Asia & India

Mango

“One of my biggest learnings when I came to China was to understand that I had to 
relearn what I knew. 

I had to relearn the way I was managing because, culturally, China as compared to 
Europe, has plenty of nuances and differences that you need to really understand. 
And this takes time.”

CHINA CEO QUOTE: Foreign Executives in China

China CEO II - Change #1 - Nationality
• 25 CEOs
• 7 PRC nationals (including 2 who changed nationality later)
• 4 returnees 
• Need reverse ability to serve as a bridge with  MNC top exec board

China experience: 15 years
-10 for non Chinese, 
-19 for Chinese)

China CEO 
-20 CEOs
-All 20 non PRC     
..passports 
-1 PRC-born

Years of China 
experience: 5
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LO#1: Essential Leadership Qualities for China CEOs

Women top executive interviewees:

• Freda Zhang, IKEA
• Celina Chew, Bayer
• Jerry Zhang, Standard Chartered
• Kai Zhang, Manulife

China CEO II:  Change #2 - Gender
• 25 interviewees
• 4 women (2 PRC nationals, 1 HK, 

1 Malaysian Chinese (Australian citizenship)

China CEO 
-20 interviewees
-All male

CHINA CEO II QUOTE:
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China CEO Quality 1: Passion and Energy

China CEO Quality 2: Speed in Decision-Making

China CEO Quality 3: Clear Vision, Shared Framework

China CEO Quality 4: Empower the Local Team 

China CEO Quality 5: Ability to Make Tough Judgment Calls

Essential Qualities for all CEOs in Today’s China

LO#1: Five ‘Essential’ CEO Qualities
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China CEO Quality 1: Passion and Energy
Successfully leading large operations in China requires more passion and energy than 
most other places worldwide due to the scope, scale, complexity and speed of change 
in this market. 

China CEO Quality 2: Speed in Decision-Making
Leading in China requires facing a high degree of change, occurring at a very fast 
pace. CEOs explain the critical skill of making sound,  good decisions within in hours 
or or days rather than weeks or months. 

Essential Qualities for all CEOs in Today’s China

LO#1: Five ‘Essential’ CEO Qualities

“One of the key challenges that CEOs would face in China, as compared to other 
markets they may have worked in, is the speed with which everything changes in 
China.” In particular, she names as challenging “the new possibilities that are 
opened up whenever policy changes.” 

CHINA CEO II QUOTE:
--Mary Boyd

Director, China
Economist  
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China CEO Quality 3: Clear Vision, Shared Framework

the role of a top executive in China includes providing a clear and inspiring
central vision and detailed steps to achieving it:

Essential Qualities for all CEOs in Today’s China

LO#1: Five ‘Essential’ CEO Qualities

--Kai ZHANG
CEO, China

Manulife-Sinochem“For the qualities of a leader in China, it is not only providing the strategic
vision but also providing the roadmap and then overcoming challenges together 
with the team. Because in China, the team will likely hit a wall at some point.”

--Kai ZHANG
CEO, China 

Manulife-Sinochem

CHINA CEO II QUOTE:
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China CEO Quality 3: Clear Vision, Shared Framework
Success as a top executive in today’s China requires providing a clear 
And inspiring central vision and detailed steps to achieving it. Young                          
generations in China seek a central sense of purpose. 

Essential Qualities for all CEOs in Today’s China

LO#1: Five ‘Essential’ CEO Qualities

--Kai ZHANG
CEO, China

Manulife-Sinochem
“The number one most important thing is the ability to come
up with a clear vision and a strategy and to communicate that
strategy to your team. Then to get everyone to move together.”

--Robert Hsiung
CEO, China 

Udacity 

CHINA CEO II QUOTE:
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LO#1: Five ‘Essential’ CEO Qualities

--Kai ZHANG
CEO, China

Manulife-Sinochem

“We create a frame and then we make sure that framework is shared with everyone. Then, 
we make sure everything we ask of the team fits into that frame. Then, we leave freedom 
within the frame for people to do their jobs. We do not tell them what to do.”

“My role is to kick off, to explain the vision, to send the big message and make people 
understand what’s expected of them. Once that is clear, we [top executives] do something 
else. Our job is done. We know the employees will deliver because they are the most 
committed people on earth. Once they feel trust—once they feel that the contribute to the 
vision, that it’s an objective which is collective, that we will shine together—once you have 
achieved that, you can just go and sleep! In our role, we have nothing left to do! [laughs].”

--Stephane Rinderknech
CEO, China 

L’Oreal

CHINA CEO II QUOTE:

China CEO Quality 3: Clear Vision, Shared Framework
the role of a top executive in China includes providing a clear and inspiring
central vision and detailed steps to achieving it:
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China CEO Quality 4: Empower the Local Team
CEOs say: Succeeding in China requires hiring an excellent team, then 
Trusting, growing, and delegating to them. 

Essential Qualities for all CEOs in Today’s China

LO#1: Five ‘Essential’ CEO Qualities

--Kai ZHANG
CEO, China

Manulife-Sinochem

“The key thing is: you have to trust Chinese management at every level—
including young people.” And part of trusting locally is delegating authority to 
China, he adds: “In retail, 95% of the decisions are made here [in China]. We 
don’t have worldwide products; the staff are local; the products are local. Some 
decisions are made in Paris, sure, but the large majority of decisions are made 
locally.”

--Thierry Garnier
Managing Director, China 

Carrefour

CHINA CEO II QUOTE:
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Essential Qualities for CEOs in Today’s China

LO#1: Five ‘Essential’ CEO Qualities

--Kai ZHANG
CEO, China

Manulife-Sinochem

“The other day, [a Chinese team member] came to me and said: ‘Here are five options. 
What should I do?’ And I said, ‘Yes.’ [laughs] Then I said, ‘You know better than I do. You 
know the problems.’” But the Chinese manager continued to push back. “He said: ‘So, you 
want me to make the decision?’ I said: ‘Yes.’ ‘But what if I’m wrong?’ ‘Well, then we were 
wrong and we both learned something.’” Given the norms of Chinese culture, it is “very 
hard” for more junior team members to take a risk that may not succeed. “I develop the team 
to do the best they can on the field. And to let them know that mistakes happen when you 
are playing the game. That is part of the development process.”

--Curt Ferguson
President, China & Korea

Coca-Cola

CHINA CEO II QUOTE:

China CEO Quality 4: Empower the Local Team
CEOs say: Succeeding in China requires hiring an excellent team, then 
Trusting, growing, and delegating to them. 
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It is July 7, 2018,  5 pm

You are on the Executive Management Team for Microsoft China. Your Weekly China 
Management Meeting is about to begin. Microsoft China CEO Alain Crozier enters the 
meeting in a bad mood. He tells the group:

“Guys, we have a problem to solve. In the past month, all 5 top bike-sharing companies have 
come to Microsoft, asking us to collaborate with them to grow their business. Each of them 
has an aggressive growth plan, investors, and creative ideas. We cannot support all 5. How 
can we choose the best ones to work with? This is our first topic for today’s meeting. I need to 
make a call. I will come back in 10 minutes to hear your ideas.”

Essential Qualities for CEOs in Today’s China

LO#1: Five ‘Essential’ CEO Qualities

China CEO Quality 5: Ability to Make Tough Decisions
Thriving in China requires the confidence, knowledge and risk-taking to
make difficult decisions in an atmosphere of VUCA

REAL LIFE CASE STUDY
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LO1: Essential Leadership Qualities for China CEOs

LO2:  Must have qualities for foreign execs working in/with China now

LO3: Must have qualities for Chinese executives working in/with MNCs in China now

LO4: Future Outlook: Advancing your career in/with China in the new normal

Webinar Agenda
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Foreign CEOs in China
Quality 1: Humility and Cultural Sensitivity 
Quality 2: Respect for “Face” and “Guanxi” 
Quality 3: Flexibility with Firmness
Quality 4: Long-Term China Commitment 
Quality 5: Mandarin Language Skills

Foreign CEOs Top 5 Mistakes
Mistake 1: Not Adapting to China
Mistake 2: Keeping a Distance
Mistake 3: Under-Estimating the Complexity of 
China

LEADERSHIP KNOWLEDGE, ABILITY & MINDSET (for foreign OR Chinese leaders)

LO#2: Must-Have Skills for Foreign Execs in China
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--Kamal Dhuper
President of China

NIIT

“You need an open personality—a personality which is willing to learn.

Because you will have to unlearn a lot of things and learn a lot of things in 
China, to be able to succeed here.” 

CHINA CEO QUOTE: Foreign Executives in China 

LO#2: Specific China CEO Skillsets
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Chinese CEOs of MNCs in China 
Quality 1: Close communications with & 
strong relationships with top execs at  HQ

Quality 2: Fully bilingual (with the home 
country mother language)
Quality 3: Fully bicultural – comfortable at 
work & on vacation in HQ home country

Quality 4: Global industry knowledge; 
internationals best practices 
Quality 5: Full understanding of the MNC 
Operating Model – how decisions are 
made within the global executive team

LEADERSHIP KNOWLEDGE, ABILITY & MINDSET (for Chinese leaders)

LO#3: Must-Have Skills for Chinese in MNCs
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--Andy Ho
Market Leader, Greater China

Philips

“My successor will have to be able to get into two dimensions. One is to 
understand the management system and operating model of the MNC. … 

As the leader in an MNC, you need to leverage the global resources and 
provide value to the local market. You also have to understand how the 
company works—how group global decisions are made, how to work with 
different department heads. There is a certain ‘MNC operating model’ which 
you have to know.”

CHINA CEO QUOTE: Chinese CEOs of MNCs

LO#2: Specific China CEO Skillsets
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OUTLOOK FOR WORKING IN CHINA
L’Oréal’s Stéphane Rinderknech, describes the new importance a 

posting in China holds for many MNCs: 

“For all top talents of L’Oréal, China is a must for their career-building 
because this is where you learn so much…You have to know 
China from the inside. It's not something that you can theorize. 
You have to live it; you have to make it work. You have to 
connect with the Chinese, and you have to understand the way 
they think. It’s an absolute must. You have to go and survive this 
battle. China is very exciting and it's very unforgiving.”
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OUTLOOK FOR WORKING IN CHINA

Charles Tseng, China CEO Korn Ferry 

“China is clearly becoming a ‘must posting’ for up-and-coming 
CEOs…. Executives who go to China are on an inside 
track and to take on bigger positions -- because of the 
size of China market, because the complexity and the 
recognition that companies and businesses have of the 
importance of the unique China market to their future 
business, and because of the tough conditions in China. 
Tough means that it's not a traditional, classic economy. 
Executives who come here gain a great deal in living 
through this very different environment.”
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LO1: Essential Leadership Qualities for China CEOs

LO2:  Must have qualities for foreign execs working in/with China now

LO3: Must have qualities for Chinese executives working in/with MNCs in China now

LO4: Future Outlook: Advancing your career in/with China in the new normal

Webinar Agenda
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1. Keep up with China’s digital revolution, especially in B2C e-commerce
2. Appreciate Chinese-style innovation
3. Respect China’s current sense of national pride
4. Be prepared for continued covid-related travel restrictions – use this 

‘special’ time wisely

Key Trends for 2021 and beyond

LO#4: Future Outlook: Your Career in the New Normal
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Remembering the height of the 2017–2018 bike-sharing boom in China, he explains the
dilemma he faced: “When you have five bike-sharing companies coming to you within six
months to partner with you, you say, ‘Which one do we want to partner with?’” 

The problem was complex, because each of the five bike-sharing companies had an
aggressive growth plan and strategy but it was likely that only a few would survive. 

“You can build very sophisticated models. You can ask external companies to do valuations. 
You can do due diligence. It's not going to work. At the end, the CEO has to decide: ‘I'm going 
to go with this one or that one.’ Or ‘I can do two, but I can't do five.’ Focusing is key.” Crozier
emphasizes that this example illustrates the booming atmosphere for Chinese startups
today, and the resulting tough calls that China CEOs must make. “You have to try to focus
on the right thing in order to develop something big. And if you fail, you have to know how to
rebound quickly. This is very important because the choices are just crazy.”

LO#1: Five ‘Essential’ CEO Qualities

QUALITY 5: ABILITY TO MAKE TOUGH DECISIONS

What did Microsoft’s China CEO do??
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Connect with Laurie Underwood on LinkedIn

All interested in ‘Must Have Leadership Skills for China‘         
online course, scan this QR code for details

© Laurie Underwood 2021


